K4B September 9th Newsletter
This Week's Activities
Math: We began our Saxon math! As we learn
the number songs, please help your scholar
practice each song to write the number and feel
free to use the number sheet to finger trace
over the number for writing practice.
We sing the numbers songs to the tune of “Skip
to My Lou”. For example-number one-Come
straight down and that is all, come straight
down and that is all, come straight down and
that is all. That’s how you write the number
one.
This week the scholars explored teddy bear
counters and pattern blocks. Throughout the
school year Saxon math sheets will have a
parent activity that is attached to the math
lesson. When there is a parent lesson please do
that activity with your scholar. Parent lessons
do not need to be returned to me!
Reading: Our theme was friendship so I read
books about being a friend.
Social Studies: The scholars identified and
discussed the qualities of a good friend. They
are learning how to make friends and how to be
a friend.
Science: The scholars identified how our friends
are the same and how they are different.
Art in the classroom: The scholars used
watercolor paints to paint a rainbow fish. The
scholars worked with friends on a friendship
mural. They used their coloring skills and
learned how to use crayons to shade.

Daily folders: Please remember to check
the folder daily. Please remove any papers
that were sent home, sign the behavior
chart and please check for any notes from
me. If I did write a note home it would be
appreciated if you would reply back to my
note. If you write me a note, please write
“see note” on the calendar. Thanks so
much!
This is a reminder to please label your
scholar’s belongings, this includes
sweaters. We have a scholar who is
missing a girl’s navy blue Docker sweater.
Could you please check your scholar’s
backpack or check at home as it might have
been inadvertently put in the wrong back
pack. Thank you so much!
Religion: Mrs. Dahlgren started the religion
series Allelu! Those will come home for
you to share with your scholars on Friday’s.
I included a prayer sheet. It contains our
lunch prayer God Our Father and two
other prayers we say daily. The hardest
part for your scholars is to make the sign of
the cross and to use prayer hands.
Hopefully this sheet can give you some
guidance to practice these prayers at
home.
Have a great weekend!

Mrs. Bauer

